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Case study 10: How to manage B ledger paycosts to a known number 

By Diana Boxall 

Overview  

This case study works with the scenario in which the BFT pay projection employee by employee is not being actively used. The total permanent pay cost 

forecast has already been arrived at by other planning processes.  None the less the BFT payroll planning application will have computed a base projection 

based on the actual ytd payroll information extrapolated across the projected months 

The BFT process is:- 

 Confirm the target number for the total full year forecast from other sources (in this worked example work total research income of £16.623m and 

permanent payroll costs of £7.643m ) 

 Adjust the income and the non pay costs first to reflect the desired forecast 

 Pull through the unadjusted payroll projection into the Income and Expenditure planning application  

 Use the result of this to calculate the adjustment needed each month to arrive at the known number 

 Go into the payroll planning application at a cost centre level and put this adjustment onto a NR provision created for the purpose 

 Update the payroll ledger report 

 Go into the I&E application and pull through the adjusted payroll projection, which should now agree with the known number. 

 

This worked example uses cost centres for AVB 

1. The screen shot below sees the initial position in the oIncome and Expenditure screen  
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(Note that first half year nets out to zero net expenditure, more typically each month would net out) 

Full year has been pre-populated to that the total of all 12 months = the previous forecast (Q1) 

2. Adjust income and non pay costs to the “known numbers” in the main income and expenditure planning screen (input at cost centre level) 

The oIncome and Expenditure summary now looks like this 

Actuals (Aug-Jan) Projection (Feb-Jul) 
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Permanent payroll costs have not changed and cannot be changed within the I and E planning application. At this point payroll  costs displayed are still the 

original prepopulation, (where Q2 = Q1 full year), not the updated projection based on the actuals year to date. 

3. Therefore the next step, still within the Income and Expenditure application, is to refresh this to pull through what is sitting in the payroll planning 

application 

 

 

The result of this process is shown below. 
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The new payroll numbers do not show up as blue, but total 50 payroll costs have moved from -6,968.3 to -6,899.9 (and FTE have refreshed as well). 

Now save this  and take a screen shot or an excel export 
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Since income and non pay costs are already adjusted to the desired forecast figures, the net expenditure row shows the amount of adjustment needed in 

the payroll application. In this case it is an adjustment of £100-150k per month in paycosts, which would then bring the b ledger in balance. The aim is zero 

along the top row for the projected months of the year. 

Go into the payroll planning application  

Navigate to AVB 

If this is the first iteration for this department concerned, it is necessary to create a provision line on which to add the adjustment. 

4. Go into the add employee screen and navigate down slightly further to the leaf (lowest) level, i.e. AV9999 before taking ownership and creating an 

appropriately named provision. The name and job description for the entry are free form text, but a systematic approach across departments 

within the Division may help review 
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Note that the amount column is for the first month (Feb) only and is the amount of the imbalance we saw in the Income and Expenditure screen, but 

remembering that we have moved from £’000 to £. 

This provision will now be visible in the main payroll screen.  

5. The planner now needs to fill in the rest of the months. 

 Navigate down to the input level. 

 Click out on the provision to get to the cost code combination (i.e. the lighter grey code combination string) and also on the pay elements to get 

to the pale grey description “NR provision”. 

 Finally change to “Gross salary” not “payroll cost” in the context box at the top for payroll types 
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Yellow input will now open up for the projected months of the year. 

 Type in the required value in each month (using your screen shot or excel export as a reference),  

This is shown below 
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Now save this  
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Returning to the Income and Expenditure planning application, rerun the payroll update process. 

 

And the B ledger now balances for the projected months of the year 
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